
Beadmaking Books / Bullseye Glass Rods

E njoy the oldest of glass making techniques, glass beadmaking 
– right in your own home!  Our complete line of beadmaking 
supplies features new Bullseye Hot Rodz of tested compatible  

90 COE glass.  Approximately 3/16” dia. rods are compatible with Bullseye 
sheet glass, stringers and frit, for expanded creative possibilities!   
(Not compatible with Moretti glass rods.)

NOTE:  Rods may be cut in half for shipping.

Order Opalescent Hot Rodz in 3-Packs of one color:

 HRO-CREM Cream

 HRO-BLK Black

 HRO-POBU Powder Blue

 HRO-MINT Mint Green

 HRO-COBU Cobalt Blue

 HRO-TURQ Turquoise

 HRO-CANY Canary Yellow

 HRO-RED Red

 HRO-ORG Orange

 HRO-SPGR Spring Green

 HRO-GRAY Gray

 HRO-VANL Vanilla

 HRO-TEAL Teal

 HRO-JADE Jade

 HRO-DPCO Deep Cobalt

 HRO-EGBU Egyptian Blue

 HRO-SUNY Sunflower Yell

 HRO-WHT White

 

Bullseye Hot Rodz Opalescent Assortment
Money saving assortment consists of 18 rods, one each 
of the popular opalescent colors below for making 
beautiful glass beads.  Approx. 18” long.
#HROA

Bullseye Dichroic Sizzle Stix
Sizzle Stix are 1/8” wide (2mm) dichroic glass strips that have been cut from 
90 COE sheet glass and fire hardened.  Sold individually.  Approx. 16” long.

NOTE:  Stix may be cut in half for shipping.

 SSN-BLK Black - 1/8” Wide)

 SSN-CLR Clear - 1/8” Wide

Bullseye Hot Rodz Transparent Assortment
Money saving assortment of 12 rods, one each of the 
popular transparent colors below for making beautiful 
glass beads.  Approx. 18” long.
#HRTA

 HRT-LTGR Light Green

 HRT-ROBU Royal Blue

 HRT-TURQ Turquoise

 HRT-ROPR Royal Purple

 HRT-AMBR Amber

 HRT-CLR Clear

 HRT-AQUA Aqua

 HRT-BRNZ Bronze

 HRT-LTBU Light Blue

 HRT-EMGR Emerald Green

 HRT-SPGR Spring Green

 HRT-LTVI Light Violet

Order Transparent Hot Rodz in 3-Packs of one color:

 

Bullseye Hot Rodz Premium Assortment
Money saving assortment of 6 rods, one each of these 
popular premium colors.  Approx. 18” long.
#HRPA.

Order Premium Hot Rodz in 3-Packs of one color:

 HRP-NEOL Neo Lavender

 HRP-PINK Pink

 HRP-SAPK Salmon Pink

 HRP-GOPR Gold Purple

 HRP-AVGR Aventurine Grn

 HRP-CORL Coral
 

Mix & Match all Hot Rodz for Quantity Discount!

Penland Book of Glass, The 
If you are a hands-on glass torch crafts person, or 
an eager glass art collector or admirer, this book is 
for you!  With extraordinary full color photography 
you will see the why and step-by-step how-to 
creations of 10 master flame workers.  Their 
techniques, philosophies and work are fascinating, 
informative and inspiring.  231 pg. soft cover.
#7899

Beads of Glass
Wow!  Over 150 full color pages of the most 
incredible glass beads from 43 outstanding bead 
artists.  Plus 600 different step-by-step techniques 
for creating your own beautiful beads.  Whether 
you enjoy making, collecting, or dreaming about 
beads — this book is a must have! 
#7778

You Can Make Glass Beads!
The colorful beads of Cindy Jenkins are clean 
and contemporary in feeling.  The book uses 
detailed drawings to cover everything from 
techniques to troubleshooting — a complete 
guide to beadmaking!
#7417

Creative Lampwork
Create glass beads, sculptures and functional 
objects.  Take your glass beads making to the next 
level with full color photos, detailed instructions, 
hot glass exercises and 11 projects.  These include 
glass flowers, icicles, candlesticks, glass fish and 
more!  175 pg. 
#7918

Mix & Match All Books For Quantity Discount!

Creating Glass Beads
As you attend the workshops in this book, you 
won’t ever have to work alone:  project testers 
who were given the instructions share the beads 
they made and the challenges they face.  After 
working through the teaching sessions and 
projects, you can expand upon them for making 
your own beautiful pieces. 
#7294

Glass Bead Inspirations
Ideas & techniques for lamp workers. Hundreds 
of full color photos of inspired bead designs, 
plus 70 pages of special advanced beadmaking 
techniques and resources. 122 pg.  Softcover. 
#7895


